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Oscar mike meaning jeep

Jeeps are known for customization. Because they can cope with any terrain, in any weather, in all parts of the country, Jeeps must be able to transform and adapt to the special vehicular needs of their owners. Wrangler specifically invites customization - Jeep offers a variety of options and features for each trim level of Wrangler from the
factory. You make your Wrangler a comfortable city cruiser, airy buggy for the beach, or a meaty rock-crawling hunk for the trails.* * Remember that driving Turo vehicles on unpaved surfaces is prohibited. In addition to the option list, Jeep has offered dozens of special edition Wranglers over the years. They use special editions to
commemorate anniversaries, promote video games, honor national parks or just for fun. Special editions can be as simple as a unique paint scheme, or they can be loaded to the gills with robust upgrades for ultimate Jeep shenanigans. Take a look at some special edition Wranglers: Freedom Edition Brett's 2017 Jeep Wrangler Freedom
Edition (Dania Beach, FL) Wrangler Freedom Edition continues Jeep's long tradition of honoring the U.S. armed forces. It proudly carries a freedom star on the hood, special interior seam and Oscar Mike badging (Oscar Mike means on the move in military jargon). The best: A portion of each Wrangler Freedom Edition sale is donated to
the USO, which provides services and resources to U.S. service members and their families. Chief Edition Joe's 2017 Jeep Wrangler Chief Edition (Kilua-Kona, HI) Boss pays tribute to the classic Cherokee Chief in the old days. Jeep has provided this edition beach-ready styling that includes the blue color, silver accents, chief badge, and
a beltline brand. This special Jeep also has a matching Hawaii brand, in case you visit and forget where you are. Rubicon Hard Rock Edition Kostia' 2016 Jeep Wrangler Hard Rock Edition (Miami Beach, FL) For top-level rubicon trims, the Hard Rock pack doubles down on its track-clear ability. Hard Rock includes Jeep's Rock-Trac
transmission bag, electronic sway bar disconnect, meatier tires, and new bumpers with tow hooks. But there will also be luxuries such as leather seats, a UConnect infotainment system and a nine-speaker Alpine sound system. Smoky Mountain Edition Angelo's 2017 Jeep Wrangler Smoky Mountain Edition (Boston, MA) This edition
conjures up the vibes of the Great Smoky Mountains, one of America's wildest landscapes. This Boston Jeep styling leans more toward modernity with glossy black 18-inch wheels and Smoky Mountain hood graphics. Black exterior accents to evoke the ever-present fog of the majestic Smokies. Black Bear Edition Danny's 2017 Jeep
Wrangler Black Bear Edition (North Miami, FL) The legendary Black Bear Trail leads from Ouray to Telluride in Colorado's San Juan and occupies a special place in 4×4 culture. Black Bear Edition Wrangler receives new color options and interior upgrades, but the best is the topographic map of the Black Bear Trail that appears on the
hood. It is also equipped with stone rails and taillight protectors, and this one has a large bumper with winch for good measure. Aftermarket fun Wrangler has a more robust aftermarket than any other car. Depending on their tastes and local weather patterns, owners can upgrade just about any possible piece to change their Jeep
appearance, capabilities, and level of Jeepness. Lifting sets, big wheels and stronger bumpers are relatively standard for 4×4 crowd, but with Wranglers, the sky is really the limit. These modified Jeep Wranglers have upgrades with descriptions ranging from Oh that's useful to OMG what is it? Check out what some owners have done to
make their Jeeps really their own. Sarah's Wrangler Unlimited Rubicon Sarah's 2010 Jeep Wrangler (Lakewood, CO) This Colorado baddie is ready for war. It comes with a 33/4-inch lift, armored fenders, rock rails, large bumpers, a bright bar, a winch, and hi-lift jack. Most of it you never have to use, but this Jeep looks so fierce that the
snow will melt and obstacles will recede at the mere sight of this animal. Miguel's Wrangler Sport Miguel's 2013 Jeep Wrangler (Toronto, ON) This two-door Wrangler features a large wrap-around roof rack, Thule bike rack and snow deck. It is capable and charming and will keep you safe while Jeepin' around Canada. Josh's Wrangler
Unlimited Sahara Josh's 2009 Jeep Wrangler (San Diego, CA) This one comes with all fixins. A large lift and large decks require modified fenders to accommodate the extra size. The steel bumper has a stinger and a winch. There's a roller cage inside, a lot of extra light and a snorkel! The snorkel keeps water, dust and dirt from getting
into the engine's air inlet when it gets tough. Chantz's Wrangler Unlimited X Chantz's 2008 Jeep Wrangler (San Diego, CA) Here's a good example of a Wrangler with roofs and doors removed! This setup provides both lightness and freedom. Although it is definitely best to keep the doors fixed if you appreciate the condition of your body.
Jia's Wrangler Unlimited Rubicon Jia's 2014 Jeep Wrangler (Lynwood, WA) This PNW Jeep has mandatory lift kit, large tires, and steel bumpers. It also has a gas can in case the adventure last longer than expected, and it flies stars and stripes to remind spectators where the Jeep is from. Mickey's Wrangler Unlimited Punisher Mickey's
2016 Jeep Wrangler (Glendale, CA) This big guy woke up on the wrong side of the garage. Its sintan face (complete with punisher logo) tells you not to mess with it. And you should certainly listen - the big wheels, beefy suspension, winch, and LEDs mean every business. It would be easy to get an attitude behind the wheel of this bad
machine. In case you missed it, the all-new 2018 Wrangler is out! Learn all about the latest generation of Jeep's all-American icon and test drive JL Wrangler right here at Turo: No automaker can compete with the exceptional special edition models that Jeep is known for. While maintaining the iconic look that makes the vehicles so
recognizable, each of their uniquely customized models is designed to give drivers maximum performance. This is no typical 4x4s. They are packed with state-of-the-art equipment and features, offering owners the best on and off-road performance in Jeep history. Jeep's special editions continue the legacy of a brand that has supported
soldiers in battle, taken families cross-country, and given enthusiasts the opportunity to break new boundaries. With such thoughtful design and meticulous craftsmanship, there really is only one thing left indeterminate: Which special edition Jeep is right for you? Dragon Edition 2014 Dragon Edition by Wrangler Unlimited is outstanding.
Tattooed through with dragon pictures and coordinating bronze accents, this Jeep mixes art with sinew. The theme is coherent, with dragons appearing on the cover, grabbing handles, hood, side panels and seats. And beyond the power and strength represented in this unique Wrangler Unlimited, there is also quite a lot of luxury. A
leather-wrapped steering wheel, a 7-speaker alpine sound system, premium side steps, a Mopar fuel refill door and 18-inch molded aluminum wheels tell you that this is no ordinary 4×4. So take off the top and doors and fold down the windshield. Enjoy the open air and let your instincts guide you when you take command-trac 4×4 where
no vehicle besides a Jeep can go. Dragon Edition Wrangler comes Trail-Rated for a reason. Altitude Edition Grand Cherokee, Cherokee, Patriot, Compass, Wrangler and Wrangler Unlimited are all part of the family of Altitude Edition vehicles at your local Jeep dealership. This sophisticated trim looks both refined and powerful. Elegant
details such as glossy black wheels, roof rails and badging give Altitude models an elegant, unified look. Each member of the crew is available in its own exclusive colors. Inside, there's a tone of luxury with soft surfaces, leather-trimmed seats, glossy accents and premium technology and sound. The Grand Cherokee Altitude Edition, for
example, comes with an 8.4-inch touchscreen navigation system, and the Wrangler version features a 7-speaker alpine audio setup. High Altitude Compass and Patriot take the wealth even further. Features included in both top-of-the-line packages include a power sunroof, illuminated cup holders, and satin silver interior accents. Altitude
Edition vehicles offer the capability you expect from a Jeep combined premium look and sumptuous surroundings. The Rubicon Hard Rock Edition Rubicon Hard Rock Edition is as upscale as it is robust. Available for both Wrangler and Wrangler Unlimited models, it combines selection materials and features with exceptional off-roading
features. In the cabin, heated leather trimmed seats with embroidered logos define this unique Jeep right away. Top features including a 9-speaker alpine audio system and Uconnect Voice Command with Bluetooth make Hard Rock convenient and joyful. Getting down to the nitty gritty of what it can do, you'll find smart design features like
a steel front bumper with removable end caps. It allows drivers to adjust when extra clearance is needed. And there are also functional hood valves that not only strengthen Hard Rock's tough look, but also provide extra cooling and improved performance. It is equipped with Jeep's legendary Rock-Trac 4×4 system, Tru-Loc electronic
locking differences and an electronic swayable front to give you what you need for the most intense off-roading excursions. Willys Wheeler Edition With a V6 that produces 285 horsepower and 260 lb-ft of torque, this special edition Jeep has come a long way from the original days of Willys' 4x4s. But it still embodies Jeep's incredible
legacy. Its modernized military appearance and masterful command of the sidewalk certainly make it suitable to bear Willy's name. It even has a classic 4-wheel drive brand that is a throwback to the styling of the Willy's CJ-3A from the late 1940s. Modified 17-inch wheels, Rubicon rock rails, performance slush mats, and built-in handles
are all ready for serious adventure. And Command-Trac 4WD, a Trac-Lok differential rear axle and Hill Descent Control are also part of the package, so you can feel safe when you take your off-roading experiences to new extremes. If you are a real diehard Jeep fan, this model is a good choice. While it embraces modern technology that
makes everyday life easier and off-roading more engaging, it also exudes a timeless quality. Willy's Wheeler Edition is a reminder of why people love to use their Jeeps for recreation. It's just nothing else like that. Labeled with a freedom star right on the hood, the Freedom Edition Wrangler is the ultimate patriotic vehicle. It embodies the
traditions that make America so extraordinary. Freedom Edition's badging is a tip-of-the-hat to our country's military. It says Oscar Mike, a term derived from the military alphabet. O is for Oscar and M is for Mike, and when used as a phrase, they mean On the Move. This is the perfect Jeep for anyone who lives by that motto. If you're on
the go, always looking for a new challenge, you'll find that the Freedom Edition Wrangler is the perfect match. With And the spirit it takes to deal with some obstacles, this Jeep delivers a driving experience that you don't want to miss. The highly skilled Command-Trac 4×4 system gives you traction when you need it most. Whether you're
crossing slippery terrain, rock crawling, or making a steep descent, it's well equipped for tough demands. And while Freedom Edition offers plenty of muscle, it also manages to be extremely comfortable and polished inside. Supportive seats with Oscar Mike embroidered logos, Quick Silver interior accents, a leather-wrapped steering
wheel with contrast stitching, and a clean, intuitive dash tie the whole package together. The X Edition For 2015 offers Jeep Wrangler and Wrangler Unlimited in a special X Edition. These unique models were inspired by competitors in X Games who overcome incredible obstacles, even in the fiercest conditions. Jeep has been a sponsor
of the X Games for some time and will sponsor this year's event in Aspen. Motivated by incredible athletes at the Games, Jeep set out to create a 4×4 with comparable firmness and flares. And they met their goal. From its bold exterior to its superior engineering, the Wrangler X Edition is every Jeep lover's dream.  It is available in four
finishes: Firecracker Red, Baja Yellow, Bright White and Black. A body-colour hardtop, Power Dome hood and black grill mark help to stand it out and show what it looks like when the style meets endurance. In terms of ability, this Jeep is ready for just about anything you throw at it. Equipped with a Command Trac 4×4 system and a
powerful Pentastar V6, it's ready to rumble. This Trail-Rated model also has its own specialized off-roading features such as black 5-spoke wheels with Goodyear Wrangler SilentArmor tyres and Hill Descent Control. No matter what adventure you're after, an X Edition Wrangler or Wrangler Unlimited can definitely take you all the way.
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